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Using jets for discovery
Jets are very useful for tagging heavy resonances

Example: heavy resonance X decaying into lighter resonance Y

Analysis strategy depends on the value of the ratio 

Since we do not know     , it would be nice to interpolate smoothly between 
boosted and resolved regimes       

3

 Many BSM scenarios involve resonant pair production of heavy (SM and BSM) particles

 In the spirit of Simplified Models, we assume that the underlying process is

 Implemented in a toy parton-level Monte Carlo event generator. Hadron level with Pyhtia8

 Depending on the value of the mass ratio rM=MX/2MY different final state topologies 

 For large rM the intermediate heavy particles Y will be highly boosted, and thus their decay 
products z will be close in the detector

 For small rM the Y particles are produced close to rest, and the four decay particles z are well 
separated in the detector (resolved regime)

large rM: Boosted small rM: Resolved
Juan Rojo                                                                                                                     DIS2013, Marseille, 23/04/2013

rM = MX/(2MY )

rM
[Juan Rojo]



Scale invariant tagging
Strategy: use the number of mass-drop tags to decide the search analysis 
to be performed

Smooth and stable tagging efficiency independently of 

 First we look for two mass-drop tags. if quality conditions are satisfied, tag the event as arising from a heavy resonance X 
and classify it in the 2 Tag sample

 If any of the above fails, require a mass-drop tag and pair the fat jet with the remaining two hardest jets. If quality conditions 
are satisfied, tag the event as arising from a heavy resonance X and classify it in the 1 Tag sample

 If any of the above fails, and the event has at least four jets, apply the dijet mass pairing. If quality conditions are satisfied, tag 
the event as arising from a heavy resonance X and classify it in the 0 Tag sample
6

 Use a new event classification based on the number of mass-drop substructure tags of the 
leading two jets in the event

 Boosted

 Intermediate

Resolved

Juan Rojo                                                                                                                     DIS2013, Marseille, 23/04/2013

9

 Tagging efficiency independent of the value of the mass ratio (except hadron level small rM)

 Smooth interpolation between the boosted and resolved regimes

 At parton level the tagging efficiency in the boosted limit can be computed analytically

Scale-invariant tagging: with a single analysis, explore simultaneously both the boosted and 
resolved regimes, with a smooth interpolation for intermediate masses

Juan Rojo                                                                                                                     DIS2013, Marseille, 23/04/2013

rM

[Juan Rojo]



Multijet calculations
The impressive progress in the automation of one-loop calculation has 
reached           processes (W+5jets) with BLACKHAT+SHERPA 

Evidence for staircase scaling     extrapolate to W+6 jets 
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Beyond NLO: large K-factors
Multiple boson production suffers from large K-factors from the opening of 
new channels

Reliable higher order predictions for WZ production in the presence of large 
K-factors can be obtained with the program LoopSim, which reliably 
simulates higher order contributions
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n̄NLO corrections beyond scale uncertainty

n̄NLO with veto: Large corrections, larger scale uncertainties

WZ beyond NLO QCD

Francisco Campanario – Multiboson Precision 24/04/2013 12/16
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Exclusive sums
There are variables, like the total transverse energy      , which get 
contribution from higher and higher jet multiplicities 

There are various procedures to merge different jet multiplicities at NLO, 
although evaluation of uncertainties need more investigation

The average number of jets as a function of       provides a good validation 
of different approaches to multi-jet production
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Merging PS+ME 
A way to reliably generate exclusive samples is to merge exact matrix 
elements and parton showers

Inclusive cross sections?

Exclusive cross sections are fine by the very definition of the merging condition.

Inclusive cross sections are generally spoiled, say ≥ N − 1 (parton shower) jets:

dσ(0)
ρ (φN−1, qN−1)∆N−2(qN−1| · · · |q0)+
� qN−1

ρ

dqN

�
dσ(0)

ρ (φN , qN)
dqN

− dφN

dφN−1dqN
Pρ(φN−1, qN)dσ

(0)
ρ (φN−1, qN−1)

�
×

∆N−1(qN | · · · |q0)

Natural consequence of replacing splitting kernels by matrix elements except for the
Sudakov exponents. [cf. matrix element correction approaches like Vincia, Skands et al.]

Not a problem as long as the shower kernels approximate the singly-unresolved limits of

the tree level matrix elements sufficiently good.

Simon Plätzer (DESY Theory Group) Inclusive Cross Sections in ME+PS Merging 11 / 19

LO and NLO matching: progress in 
VINCIA 

extension to hh collisions

faster LO ME+PS merging

[Mathias Ritzmann]

Matching

A. Larkoski, J.J. Lopez-Villarejo, P. Skands
1301.0933

speed of tree-level matching in Z decay

Z→udscb ; Hadronization OFF ; ISR OFF ; udsc MASSLESS ; b MASSIVE ; ECM = 91.2 GeV ; Qmatch = 5 GeV
SHERPA 1.4.0 (+COMIX) ; PYTHIA 8.1.65 ;  VINCIA 1.0.29 (+MADGRAPH 4.4.26) ; 

gcc/gfortran v 4.6 -O2 ; single 3.06 GHz core (4GB RAM)
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BFKL inspired Monte Carlo
An orthogonal approach to multi-jet production is offered by BFKL inspired 
Monte-Carlo generators, like CASCADE or HEJ

CASCADE, based on CCFM 
equation, offers today a reasonable 
description of events with a high jet 
multiplicity [Hannes Jung]

HEJ, based on approximate matrix 
elements in the Regge-limit          , 
is appropriate for describing widely 
separated jets

Recent TeVatron W+Jets Results
D0 arXiv:1302.6508

Di!erence between:
Leading jets Most forward/backward jets

J.M.Smillie, Edinburgh DIS 2013

t � s

[Jeppe Andersen]



Caveats in the use of MC
Concluding remark on parton shower Monte Carlo: care must be taken 
when using them to supplement NLO calculations with NP effects

Example of inclusive jet: parton shower can alter in a significant way the 
characteristics of the hard events we are interested in [Samantha Dooling]
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Progress in resummation (I)
Soft-collinear effective theory is a powerful way to account sistematically for 
large logarithms in global observables

The 1-jettiness (in three variants) can be used for precision studies in DIS, 
since it can be resummed to NNLL accuracy

Note: variant b of 1-jettiness could be measured with existing data, since it’s 
just one minus current hemisphere thrust normalised to  
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Resummation of DIS 2 jet cross section at NNLL

Daekyoung Kang,1 Christopher Lee,2 and Iain W. Stewart1

1Center for Theoretical Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA
2Theoretical Division, MS B283, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA

(Dated: April 23, 2013)
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FIG. 6: Cumulant cross section in !a
1 at Q = 80 GeV and

x = 0.2. Colored bands show theoretical uncertainties around
central values (lines) to LL (dotted line, green band), NLL
(dashed line, blue band), and NNLL (solid line, red band) ac-
curacy and the horizontal dashed line is the total cross section
at fixed x,Q2.

VIII. RESULTS

In this section we present our numerical results for the
three versions of DIS 1-jettiness: !a1 , !b1 , and !c1 . We
plot the cross sections accurate for small !1 resummed
from LL to NNLL accuracy, and also the singular terms
at fixed order O("s) (NLO) for comparison. (We esti-
mate the size of the small missing non-singular terms by
comparing to the known O("s) cross section integrated
over all !1.) We start by describing the !a1 spectrum in
detail, and then compare the features of the !b1 and !c1
cross sections relative to the results for !a1 . We choose
s = (300 GeV)2 as in the H1 and ZEUS experiments.
For the PDFs, we use the MSTW2008 [110] set at NLO
and include five quark and antiquark flavors excluding
top. To be consistent with the "s used in the NLO
PDFs we use the 2-loop beta function for running "s

and "s(mZ) = 0.1202.
We present results for the cumulant cross section #c(!1)

defined in Eq. (183) and the dimensionless distribution

d#̂

d!1
=

1

#0

d#

d!1
=

d

d!1
#c(!1) . (224)

Note that both the cumulant #c(!1) and the di!erential
distribution d#̂/d!1 are di!erential in x and Q2. How-
ever, for notational simplicity we made their x and Q2

dependences implicit in this section.

A. !a
1 cross section

In this subsection, we present results for the cumulant
cross section #c(!1) and di!erential cross section d#̂/d!1
for the “aligned” 1-jettiness !1 = !a1 .
Fig. 6 shows the !a1 cumulant cross section, defined

by Eq. (183), at Q = 80 GeV and x = 0.2. In or-

FIG. 7: Weighted di!erential cross section in !a
1 at Q =

80 GeV and x = 0.2. Colored bands show theoretical uncer-
tainties around central values (lines) at fixed order "s (dot-
ted line, gray band) and resummed to NLL (dashed line, blue
band) and NNLL (solid line, red band) accuracy.

FIG. 8: Di!erential cross section in !a
1 at Q = 80 GeV and

x = 0.2 in the peak region, NNLL with nonperturbative shape
function taken into account (NNLL PT+NP, dashed, orange),
and without NP shape function at fixed-order "s (NLO PT,
dotted, gray) and resummed (NNLL PT, solid, red).

der to illustrate perturbative convergence the results re-
summed to LL, NLL, and NNLL accuracy are shown.
The bands indicate perturbative uncertainties by vary-
ing the scales µH,B,J,S given by “profile functions” as
described in Sec. VIIC 1, and there is excellent order-by-
order convergence, and beautiful precision at NNLL or-
der. The cumulant cross section increases monotonically
from the small !a1 region and begins to saturate near for
large !a1 where the integral defining this cumulant be-
comes that for the total cross section. There is a small
gap between the total cross section at O("s) (dashed
horizontal line) and our NNLL cumulant at large !a1 , re-
flecting the small size of nonsingular terms not taken into
account in this paper. Note however that these terms are
important at the level of precision of our cumulant cross
section, and hence they will be considered in the future.
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and t2. However, the slope of µc
run in Eq. (206) should be

di!erent for the three cases n = 0, 1/2, 1. Therefore, we
cannot use Eq. (202) to define µc

run because all parame-
ters in µrun are fixed by matching boundary conditions
and the slope is fixed. Instead, by replacing the quadratic
polynomial in Eq. (202) by a cubic polynomial one can
introduce a free parameter and this parameter can be
chosen such that µc

run(x , !1 , µ , n) ! xn!1µ between t1
and t2. We define µc

run as

µc
run(x , !1 , µ , n) =

!
"""#

"""$

xn! 1
2µ0 + a(n) !21 /t1 !1 " t1 ,

2a(n) !1 + b(n) t1 " !1 " t2 ,

µcubic(x , !1 , µ , n) t2 " !1 " t3 ,

µ !1 > t3 ,

µcubic(x , !1 , µ , n) = µ#c(n)

%
!1#t3
t3#t2

&2

#d(n)

%
!1#t3
t3#t2
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b(n) = xn!1/2µ0 # a(n)t1 ,

c(n) = 3(µ# xn!1/2µ0)# a(n)(2t3 + 4t2 # 3t1) ,

d(n) = 2(µ# xn!1/2µ0)# 2a(n)(t3 + t2 # t1) . (207)

Here the parameters b(n), c(n), d(n) are determined by
continuity of µrun and its derivative at t1, t2, t3. The
slope a(n) is a free parameter which is chosen to satisfy
a(n) ! xnµ to achieve canonical scaling of jet, beam, and
soft scales:

a(n) = xn µ# x!1/2µ0

t3 + t2 # t1
. (208)

Note that in x $ 1 limit, Eq. (207) reduces to Eq. (202)
and profiles for !c1 in Eq. (206) reduce to the profiles in
Eq. (201) for !a1 and !b1 .
We choose the same default parameters and scale vari-

ations as for !a,b1 in Eqs. (203) and (204) except for t2:

t2 = 0.1 . (209)

Because of the di!erent definition of the profiles for !c1
this value of t2 must be smaller than the value for the !a,b1
profiles. This occurs because µrun in Eq. (207) changes
faster than that the µrun in Eq. (202) between t2 and t3.
As can be seen from Fig. 5 the final profiles for µS have
similar shapes.
Fig. 5 shows !c1 profile functions for µc

H , µc
B,J(!1),

µc
S(!1) defined in Eq. (206) with x = 0.1, y = 0.9, and

Q = 90 GeV. The solid lines are the central values of
the scales with default values in Eq. (209) for t2 and in
Eq. (203) for all other parameters. The double-headed
arrow represents variation 1 and the uncertainty bands
are variations 2 and 3 in Eq. (204). The dashed, dotted,
and dotted-dashed are the canonical scales in Eq. (190).

D. Nonperturbative Soft Function

The hemisphere soft function defined in Eq. (134) de-
scribes soft radiation between jets at the nonperturbative

scale "QCD as well as at perturbative scales above "QCD.
The results given in Eqs. (160) and (D14) are valid in the
perturbative region. In the MS scheme the soft function
valid at both scales is given by a convolution between a
purely perturbative function Spert

hemi and a nonperturba-
tive model function F [108]:

Shemi(k, µ) =

'
dk" Spert

hemi(k # k", µ)F (k") . (210)

The function F (k) contains information about physics at
the nonperturbative scale and has support for k ! "QCD,
falling o! exponentially outside this region. Inserting
Eq. (210) into the factorization formula in Eq. (140) one
obtains the convolved form for the cross section:

d"(!1)

d!1
=

'
dk

d"pert

d!1

%
!1 #

k

QR

&
F (k) , (211)

where d"pert/d!1 is the cross section calculated by using
only the perturbative soft function and QR is given by
Eq. (54). Eq. (211) correctly describes both the peak
region QR!1 ! "QCD where the entire function F (k) is
required, as well as the tail region QR!1 % "QCD where
only its first moment is required since we can expand in
"QCD/(QR!1).
For the peak region, various ways to parametrize mod-

els for F (k) have been proposed [76, 108, 109]. We will
adopt one proposed in [76] that expands F systematically
in an infinite set of basis functions:

F (k) =
1

#

(
N)

n=0

cnfn

%
k

#

&*2

, (212)

where in principle we can choose any complete basis of
functions fn. We adopt the same basis that has already
been used in [14, 76], and exhibits fast convergence of the
expansion. The normalization condition

+
dk F (k) = 1

gives the constraint
,

i c
2
i = 1. The characteristic scale

# of size O("QCD) is an additional parameter if the sum
is truncated at finite N , as we will do in practice.
In the tail region where QR!1 % "QCD, Eq. (211) is

consistent with the power correction from an operator
product expansion,

d"(!1)

d!1
=

-
d"pert(!1)

d!1
#

2#a,b,c
1

QR

d2"pert(!1)

d!21

.
(213)

&
/
1 +O

%
$s"QCD

Q!1

&
+O

0
"2
QCD

Q2!21

1

+ · · ·
2
.

To lowest order in "QCD/(Q!1) this result agrees with a
simple shift !1 $ !1#2#1/QR. Here the coe$cient of the
power correction 2#a,b,c

1 is a nonperturbative matrix ele-
ment and it corresponds to the first moment of the non-
perturbative function

+
dk k F (k) which could in princi-

ple di!er for each of !a,b,c1 . The first set of power correc-
tions indicated on the second line of Eq. (213) comes from
perturbative corrections to the leading power correction

012%+3-4*/56*##3-7'%8*&'-

[Daekyoung Kang]
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Progress in resummation (II)
Realistic experimental setups involve non-global observable, like the case 
of gap fraction in dijet events (the fraction of events with no extra jets above 
a threshold                  )

For                    , resummation of                              is needed                          

Q0 ≤ pt,jet

Q0 � pt,jet αn
s lnn(Q0/pt,jet)

For anti-kt jets, NLL resummation 
with BMS equation gives a good 
description of ATLAS data                           

[Yazid Delenda]
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Figure 4. Comparison of the resummed veto fraction with the ATLAS measurement, for a fixed veto energy of Eout = 20 GeV,
in different bins of pT . See Fig. 3 for details.

consideration and fixed the running of the coupling by imposing αs(MZ) = 0.12. The theoretical uncertainty on our

predictions comes from different sources: First, the renormalization and factorization scale uncertainties are obtained

by varying the scale of αs in the matrix elements and in the definition of τ (Eq. (3)) — in the latter case, we vary

directly the scale of αs(kT ) in the integrand — as well as the scale pT in the PDFs by a factor of 2 up and down.

We exclude the cases where the renormalization scale µr and the factorization scale µf are (µr, µf ) = (pT /2, 2pT ) or

(2pT , pT /2). It is interesting to note that the factor α2
s(µr) appearing in the matrix elements cancels when taking

the cross-section ratio and thus the only renormalization scale uncertainty that remains is the one in the definition

of τ . Then, the uncertainty related to subleading logarithmic corrections that are not resummed by the leading

αn
s lnn(pT /Eout) series is estimated by varying the upper integration bound in the definition of τ , Eq. (3) by a factor

of 2 up and down. Finally, the uncertainty band is then taken as the envelope of all the resulting curves.

The results are compared against the ATLAS measurements as published in [1]. Since we use the LO cross section

where there are only two jets in the final state, we cannot distinguish the two ATLAS data sets based on different

di-jet selection criteria. While naively we expect our predictions to be in better agreement with the “two-leading jets”

selection, we shall see below that we better reproduce the data based on the most forward/backward jets.

Fig. 3 shows the dependence on the jet rapidity separation for different bins in jet pT . We note that the model is

overall in good agreement with the measurement. Needless to say, the unphysical behavior, R > 1 or R < 0, of the

fixed-order computation (see Fig. 1) has disappeared. In Fig. 4, the result is presented over the jet pT for different bins

in ∆y. In both cases, the agreement with the ATLAS data is good, especially with the sample obtained by selecting

the most forward/backward jets. The predictions systematically undershoot the data based on the two leading jets

although they remain in agreement once the uncertainty due to subleading effects are taking into account.

Then, Fig. 5 demonstrates the dependence on the jet veto threshold energy Eout. We note first that in our results

the veto fraction saturates to unity as the threshold Eout approaches the jet pT scale, as expected. In the data, it

falls short of unity because of the NLO (2 → 3) corrections. On the other hand, the agreement is best for the smaller

values of Eout, which is expected as well since the formalism we use requires a large scale separation between the jet

pT and the threshold Eout.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that uncertainties in the choice of the PDF set mostly cancel in the ratio (1). We

checked this by trying two different sets, MRST2002 [27] and CT10 [29], and found no noticeable difference.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this paper, we have investigated the QCD resummation of the Sudakov and the non-global logarithms induced

by soft gluon emissions in the context of the jet veto cross-section. We conclude that the ATLAS measurement

is well described by tree-level QCD supplemented with the jet veto probability calculated perturbatively using the

BMS equation which resums both logarithms mentioned above. Actually, the impact of the non-global logarithms is

For kt and C/A jets, new clustering 
logarithms appear, which show 
intriguing exponential structure

The correction induced by large 
logarithms is reduced (7%) for kt 
with respect to anti-kt jets (50%)

Clustering logarithms can play a 
role in boosted object searches, 
where C/A algorithm is used 

[Cyrille Marquet]



Formal developments

Monte Carlo solution of BFKL, 
BKP and BDS equations

[Grigorios Chachamis]

! !
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General method to decompose a 
multi-gluon amplitude into an 
orthogonal colour basis

Computer implementation in 
ColorFull and ColorMath packages 

[Malin Sjodahl]• For many partons the size of the vector space is much smaller

for Nc = 3 (exponential), compared to for Nc ! " (factorial)

Case Vectors Nc = 3 Vectors, general case

4 gluons 8 9

6 gluons 145 265

8 gluons 3 598 14 833

10 gluons 107 160 1 334 961

Number of basis vectors for Ng ! Ng gluons

without imposing vectors to appear in charge conjugation

invariant combinations

• Multiplet bases have the potential to very significantly speed up

exact calculations

Malin Sjödahl 17Such theoretical developments are mature enough to be applied to 
realistic phenomenological studies in multijet production
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During this conference, we have been updated on an impressive progress 
in understanding the physics of multi-jet events
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